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 Robot technology within waste sorting solutions.

 Challenges

 Sensor systems

 DTI support

Topics



 Repeatable processes

 Work fast

 Work constantly

 Release workers from tidious, hard, and dangerous work

What are robots good at ?



 Supplement to existing solutions

 Improve work environment

 Manual pre-sorting. Positive/Negative

 Division of fraction categories

 More detailed sorting - lower volume, 
higher quality

 Inspection and quality assessment of 
concentrations/fractions (Documentation)

 Automatic dismantling

 Automated waste collection (mobile 
systems)

Why do we need robotics in 
waste sorting?



Fractions

 Diversity of items in fraction

 Deviation from specification

 Distribution on conveyer

 Frequency of targets

 Troublesome items: stops, 
enviromnent, safety, etc

 Multiple fraction types pr robot 
station 

 Varying fractions: season, culture, 
location, trends, etc

Why is it difficult ?



Items

 Dirt, Contamination

 Deformation

 Size and weight

 Multi-material items

 Entangled items

 Color/material variations

 Different manufacturers, materials

Why is it difficult ?



Application

 Conveyer speed and throughput.

 Gribbers capabilities

 Placement in existing sorting lines

 Multiple robots pr fraction

 Collaboration with co-workers and 
manual sorting

 Price, exchange, market

 Technology providers

 (Return of ?) Investment.

 Circular Ressorce Economy

 Legislation, political agendas

Why is it difficult ?



On going work at DTI, SensorLab
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IqGjW1HsRa0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AVTVkJEeSAs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IqGjW1HsRa0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AVTVkJEeSAs


Sensors and Data processing
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Robot super senses - fusion

Dybde fra stereo RGB Termisk differens



 Textiles in bags

 Tetra Pak cartons

 PCB in schredded WEEE

 VHS tapes

 Filled/empty containers

 Plastic and Flame retardents

 Biologic material

 Household waste Plastics

 Household compressed plastic foils

 Pre-sorting of plastic

 Probelmatic items

DTI, examples of work



Hyperspectral Imaging, Plastic



 Analysis of existing actors and products

 Continued development of Sensor 
systems, and Robotic Solutions

 Engage in partnerships and 
collaboration.

 Exploit existing state-of-the-art 
knowledge and solutions.

 Small and Large scale Experiments and 
Proof of Concepts

 Subcontracting software solutions -
robotics and sensor systems.

 Analysis of market and technologies.

Whats next ? How Can DTI support you and 
be part of the solution ?



Circular Economy – potentials, technologies

Genanvendelse af plastemballage 
fra husholdninger
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SIGN UP AT

www.teknologisk.dk/robotnyhedsbrev

That way you won't miss out on the 
latest developments in our robot labs, 
short videos of our newest inventions, 
and notifications about interesting 
technology events.

SIGN UP FOR OUR ROBOTICS NEWSLETTER!
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